MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE
Written by Gareth Pitchford
Walk Through by Dorothy Millard (Spectrum Version)


(Start in bedroom), EXAMINE TABLE (see alarm clock), EXAMINE CLOCK, PRESS BUTTON (shuts up the alarm clock), E (you dress and enter the nursery), SW (landing)l, E (bathroom), W, W (Rosie’s office), EXAMINE DESK (see manuscript of her book which you were supposed to have delivered to the publishers days ago), GET MANUSCRIPT, READ MANUSCRIPT, E, D (hall), E (living room), EXAMINE TV, EXAMINE SOFA (find loose change), GET CHANGE, EXAMINE CHANGE, W, W (kitchen), EXAMINE SIDEBOARD (find cookie jar), EXAMINE JAR (something falls out), GET cheque BOOK, EXAMINE BOOK (has a pen included), W (garden), EXAMINE WALL, CLIMB WALL (into garden of house backing onto yours), EXAMINE telephone BOX, GET YELLOW, EXAMINE YELLOW pages, CLIMB WALL (back into your garden), EXAMINE GNOME (standing next to a kennel), EXAMINE KENNEL (dog isn’t there and must have got out during the night), W (shed).

E, E, E (back to hall), EXAMINE STAIRCASE (there is a cupboard underneath), EXAMINE CUPBOARD, GET HOOVER, EXAMINE HOOVER, USE HOOVER (you haven’t got time), EXAMINE TABLE (see telephone), EXAMINE TELEPHONE (you see your number – note redial function), PRESS REDIAL (your best friend Robin answers and you ask him to come around to help), S (doorstep), S (front garden), W (drive), N (garage), EXAMINE WORKBENCH (you find a metal tin and battery charger), EXAMINE TIN (contains your brother’s belongings), EXAMINE BELONGINGS (something drops out), GET driving LICENCE, EXAMINE LICENCE (a provisional licence), EXAMINE CHARGER (plugged in and ready to use), S (drive), EXAMINE CAR, ENTER CAR, DRIVE CAR (broken), N, N, E, E, WAIT (until Robin turns up and asks what you want him to do), GIVE HOOVER.

READ YELLOW pages (you look up number for vehicle recovery service), DIAL 624 5674 (you tell them your car has broken down, but they won’t cover home starts), W, W, S, S (drive), ENTER CAR, EXAMINE CONTROLS, LIFT HANDBRAKE (you release it), LEAVE CAR, PUSH CAR (out onto the road), PUSH CAR (further down the road where you put the handbrake on), N, N, N (hall), ANSWER TELEPHONE (the hospital tells you that Rosie will be ready to be picked-up from the hospital at 2.30 pm.), PRESS REDIAL (now that the car is on London Road the Vehicle Recovery Service says that a mechanic will be there as soon as possible and that you should wait with the car), S, S, S, W, W, W (you meet the vehicle recovery van and they take your car to the garage down town).

E, E, E, E (bus stop), EXAMINE ADVERTISEMENT board (you see an advertisement for a driving school – note the telephone number), WAIT (a bus arrives), EXAMINE BUS (it goes to the town centre), ENTER BUS (you pay the driver with the loose change and eventually arrive at your destination), S (Scumsville Bus Station), W (town centre), W, N, N, N, N, N (outside bank), S, E, EXAMINE RUBBLE (find coin), GET COIN, EXAMINE COIN (10 p), W, W (town square), EXAMINE STATUE, W, N (travel agents), BUY TICKET (using cheque book you buy a ticket for a journey to Cruddleton), EXAMINE TICKET, W (bottom of hill), EXAMINE SIGN,  U (top of hill), W, S (refuse tip), EXAMINE RUBBISH (you find an old guitar), GET GUITAR, EXAMINE GUITAR, N, E, D, E, E, E, S, S, S, S, S, E, PLAY GUITAR (it’s out of tune), TUNE GUITAR, PLAY GUITAR (you collect some money for your singing), GET CHANGE, EXAMINE CHANGE.

E, S (coach station), WAIT (coach arrives), ENTER COACH (you give the ticket to the driver and get off at Cruddleton), E, N, N, E (Kraken Books who are Rosie’s Publisher), E (you deliver the manuscript), W, N, N (junction), W (cul-de-sac where a van pulls up and parks by the side of the road), EXAMINE VAN (it’s the professors’), EXAMINE PROFESSOR, ENTER VAN (see mechanical dog), GET KAY-Nign, LEAVE VAN, E, N, ENTER telephone KIOSK, EXAMINE TELEPHONE (needs and old 10 p coin), INSERT COIN, DIAL 657 3456 (driving school instructor says he will meet you), LEAVE KIOSK (to cul-de-sac), E, S, S (you meet the driving instructor who asks to see your provisional driving licence… you pay with the cheque book and have a lesson before being dropped off at home).

W, N, N (garage), EXAMINE KAY-Nign (say GO to activate), RECHARGE KAY-Nign (using the battery charger), S, S, E, E (bus stop), WAIT (bus arrives), ENTER BUS, S, W (town centre), W, N, N, N, N, W (town square), W, S, SE (Salisbury’s), BUY LADDER (using cheque book), N, W, U (to top of hill), W, N (alley), N (behind dog pound), CLIMB LADDER (into pound where the dogs growl menacingly at you), SAY GO (Kay-Nign chases the dogs causing confusion), GET SPOTTY, CLIMB LADDER, S, S, E, D, E, E, E, S, S, S, S, S, S (outside police station), E, E (garage where your car is), ENTER CAR (it’s not ready yet and you must return after 2.00 pm.), WAIT 30, WAIT 30, WAIT 30, WAIT (until 2.00 pm. – watch the clock in the right hand corner), ENTER CAR (you drive off to collect Rosie……)

GAME OVER
Well Done, you’ve managed to get Ernie to pick up Rosie on time.
At the hospital Ernie collects Rosie and his daughter who they’ve called…..
Well you’ll have to play the next Ernie Spludge adventure “Child’s Play” to find out!
SCORE 50/50

